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TIME FOR CHANGE
P RO U D O F I TS 1 0 5 Y E A R S O F CA M PA I G N I N G FO R SO C I A L
J U ST I C E , T H E W I H A S Z E RO TO L E R A N C E FO R R AC I S M . H E R E ,
J O U R N A L I ST AT E H J E W E L R E F L ECTS O N T H E A N T I - R AC I S M P ROT E STS
A N D LO O KS TO T H E F U T U R E W I T H H O P E
On 25 May 2020, George Floyd was allegedly
murdered by police in the US city of
Minneapolis. A police ofﬁcer placed his knee
on Floyd’s neck for nine minutes while others
stood and ﬁlmed. They ignored his pleas that
he couldn’t breathe, ignored him as he cried
out for his mother. Floyd died at the scene.
The police ofﬁcer who put his knee on
Floyd’s neck has been charged with second-degree murder and
manslaughter. Three other arresting ofﬁcers are charged with
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aiding and abetting murder, and all four have been sacked.
Anger and rage at Floyd’s death erupted around the world.
Protesters took to the streets in both the USA and the UK, with
shocking scenes of violence and looting in America and, in
Bristol, a statue of 17th-century slave trader Edward Colston was
ripped from its plinth and thrown in the river. People wearing
face coverings against coronavirus abandoned lockdown and
came out of their homes to make their voices heard. It was
profoundly shocking and felt like a tipping point.
Police brutality against African Americans is tragically not
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a new story. Since the Rodney King riots in the early 1990s, we
have all borne witness to distressing news footage of African
Americans being arrested, harassed, threatened and killed for
doing everyday things: Christian Cooper was reported to police
for birdwatching in New York’s Central Park, while Ahmaud
Arbery was shot dead by local residents when out running in
Georgia. So why the global rage and mass protests now?
I believe that since the outbreak of Covid-19, the world
as we know it has changed forever. Lockdown has been a
social leveller. For the first time, people understand what it
is to be bound by unwritten rules, to have curtains twitch and
feel watched as you take your hour of exercise. People know
what it feels like to be told you are free but to have your
freedom and sense of safety taken from you. They now know
that an invisible threat can kill you
indiscriminately, at any moment. This is
the closest many will get to experiencing
the invisible toxic gas that is racism.
This spring brought one unprecedented
event after another and tested all of us
to our limits, perhaps without us realising.
The Dominic Cummings ‘breaking
lockdown’ saga left millions across the
UK feeling furious that his ‘instincts’
as a father were deemed more important
than other parents’.
We had followed the rules that
Cummings helped write and, as a result,
many were unable to bury their children
or say goodbye to loved ones on their death bed. This double
standard – the notion that everyone is equal but some are more
equal than others – left a nasty taste in many people’s mouths.
As a black woman I live with this type of double standard,
and gaslighting (when someone tells you the obvious truth is a
figment of your imagination) on a daily basis. However, now
everyone else has felt the sting and many have gained better
understanding. George Floyd’s murder has sparked a global
movement for social justice and the end of institutional racism.
I have written extensively on what racism looks like in the
21st century. Certain points come up again and again in my
conversations with people seeking to understand the subject in
more depth and find an end to racism. Let’s examine some of
those key points so you can discuss and think about them too.

brutality and murder, something must be done. This problem
is also happening here in the UK. In April, Greater Manchester
Police had to apologise to a black man in Fallowfield, who
was handcuffed and threatened with pepper spray for dropping
off food for vulnerable family members. Yet we have seen
thousands of white sunbathers break lockdown and be politely
ushered home. This double standard, racist approach has to stop.

‘ALL LIVES MATTER’

MICRO-AGGRESSIONS AND WHITE PRIVILEGE

PROTESTERS vs LOOTERS

In June when the racism riots began, I heard people saying that
the protesters were marching not for social justice and equality
but because people are frustrated by lockdown. The millions
of mixed black and white protesters were said to just be
blowing off steam, looking for trouble. Boris Johnson wrote
on Twitter that ‘The demonstrations have
been subverted by thuggery – and they are
a betrayal of the cause they purport to serve’.
Let’s see this in a historical context,
because the end of institutional racism is a
cause that we should all be serving. I don’t
believe in violence, but once again there is
a double standard here.
Every 4th of July, America celebrates the
ultimate act of civil unrest, looting, violence
and insurrection. The American Revolution
was a revolt based on economics:
‘No taxation without representation.’
This thuggery led to the birth of a nation:
the ‘land of the free’. Aren’t the protesters
we are seeing today doing the same thing, but for social justice
and not just economics?
Empathy and compassion count. What if it was your child,
brother or partner who was filmed as he was being murdered?
Would you want to burn it all down and demand justice and
change? For many, this is just a horrible theoretical question.
However, this is the reality for many people of colour. The
rules are different for them.
Racism and social advantage can be seen in crime statistics,
forming a bigger argument. Remember the economic crash
of 2008 and ensuing years of austerity? Many of the bankers
and CEOs who created that global meltdown were never
arrested or held accountable, let alone murdered for it. This
is the very definition of white privilege.

‘This double standard
– the notion that
everyone is equal
but some are more
equal than others
– has left a nasty
taste in many
peopleʼs mouths’

I was talking to someone on Facebook who said she found it
racist to even engage in Black Lives Matter, as all people are
equal and ‘All Lives Matter’. It made me think of a meme
I saw online. It was of a dinner party full of white people with
one black guest. All the white guests had plates full of food,
while the black guest had an empty plate. He complained that
he was hungry and had no food, symbolising social injustice
and inequality. The other guests, eating their supper, said in
unison: ‘Everyone has the right to eat.’
This made me think. Yes, everyone has the right to eat, this
is a correct statement in the same way that ‘All Lives Matter’.
But some need their right to eat protected and supported,
right now. When people of colour are suffering harassment,

Many are confused when people talk about white privilege. The
privilege I’m talking about is not based on education, money,
status or fame. Someone can have all of these things and still be
treated badly based on the melanin in their skin.
White privilege is when someone is given the benefit of the
doubt, acceptance, respect and power not based on any of their
actions, but simply because they are white.
I’m a multi-award-winning journalist, director and producer
who went to a private school in Knightsbridge, and whose
father was a diplomat for the UN. I have power and a platform,
but I’m often treated very badly based on my skin colour.
Micro-aggressions are like death by a thousand cuts.
I live in the Cotswolds. Just yesterday, I was taking an
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evening stroll when a car stopped in the road: the woman driver
gawking at me, her mouth agape. I smiled back. I know what she
was thinking. She saw me as wrong, not ﬁtting in, dangerous.
She wanted to keep an eye on me. I asked her if she was lost and
needed my help. My well-spoken accent and manners shamed and
shocked her. She spat out, ‘Errr, no’ and quickly sped off. You can
argue this as a perceived slight, that I’m sensitive, but things like
this happen to me all the time.
As a journalist I see my white colleagues waved through security
at work events, while I am stopped. My face doesn’t ﬁt, in many
people’s opinion. Even when I produce an invitation, people think
I must have found or stolen it and my hostess has to be called to
verify I really belong in that room of power. This is a humiliation
many of my white colleagues, including people who are very junior
to me, don’t routinely have to suffer.
The language we use is so important. Everyone knows the sting
of passive-aggressive dinner party chat: the subtext of ‘You look
well’ being ‘You’ve gained weight’; and ‘I really don’t know
how you do it all’ being code for ‘The hours you work make
you a bad mother’. These can all be brushed aside, as slights or
misunderstandings but, like micro-aggression, you know when
someone’s remarks are aimed at your self-esteem and soul.
It hurts. We can and must do better.

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS

There’s a riddle that goes something like this. A father rushes into
A&E with his injured four-year-old son, who is bleeding heavily.
The little boy is rushed into the operating theatre, the surgeon takes
one look at him and says: ‘I have to excuse myself, I can’t operate
on him.’ Why is this? It always amazes me how many people
cannot answer this question. The answer is because the surgeon
is also the boy’s mother.
I think people can understand unconscious bias through a prism
of sexism. We often assign power, roles and status on to men
without even thinking about it. This is unconscious bias. In the
same way, as a black woman, people assign negative roles and
assumptions about me. I’m seen as a threat, someone to be
kept an eye on. I’m often followed around posh shops by
security, ready to catch me out.
We all have unconscious bias, but the trick is to recognise this
fact and see how it informs our thinking and how we treat people.
This bias is used when people talk about black-on-black violence,
to form the idea that black people are dangerous.
Well, what of white on white violence? For example, Full Fact,
the UK’s leading independent fact-checking charity found in an
extensive report that ‘the majority of UK sex offenders are white
males’. Has this fact impacted your brother’s, son’s or husband’s
lives? Are they looked upon with suspicion on the school run?
Everyone should be treated with respect and dignity and always
presumed innocent until found guilty. Examining your own
unconscious bias is a positive move towards ending it.

THE NEXT STEPS

Black Lives Matter and the murder of George Floyd have acted as
a catalyst for change. You are either part of the cure to heal racism
or you are part of the disease: there is no in-between. If you want
to be part of the cure, please listen, discuss, educate yourself and
ask questions. Be an ally. We all have a responsibility to make the
world a better place for the next generation. Enough is enough.

Ateh at
home in the
Cotswolds
with her
daughters

LET’S MOVE FORWARD

Racism has no place in society, no place in
the WI, and we must all work harder to fight
prejudice and inequality. Here are a few
resources you may find useful…

• Visit thewi.org.uk/media-centre to read a
blog of ideas, from UK anti-racism podcasts
to lobby groups, and literature. Use these
resources to help guide a discussion at your
next meeting, either virtual or in real life.

• The Black Curriculum is a social enterprise

set up to address the lack of Black British
history in the UK curriculum. Through art,
books, programmes, training and working with
young people, it is bringing about real change:
theblackcurriculum.com

• Learn about the work of anti-racism charities
and think-tanks such as Runnymede, Stop Hate
UK, and Show Racism the Red Card. Is there
something your WI could do to support them?

• Add these books to your book club list: Why

I’m no Longer Talking to White People about Race
by Reni Eddo-Lodge; Black and British by David
Olusoga; Brit(ish) by Afua Hirsch; Me and White
Supremacy by Layla Saad; When They Call You A
Terrorist by Patrisse Khan-Cullors and
Asha Bandele.
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